A Premier Wedding and Event DJ, Photo Booth & Ligh ng Company based in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Serving NC, SC & VA Loca ons.

Wedding Services

When you start planning a wedding, the various pieces all lead to an end. You research, ask friends and
request recommendations so that you assemble a team that can bring your vision to life, and provide
years of memories for that one special day. You only have one shot to get this right, and a supporting
cast with the same penchant for perfection is an absolute.
Let’s face it, in the broad sense a caterer is a caterer, and a DJ is a DJ. They all serve food or music as
their specialty, it’s the commodity of their business. Where it goes beyond the commodity is the
experience. Do you have confidence in those you hire to perform, not just during the wedding, but
weeks or months before?
Tu-Can Jamz Mobile Productions is built on the philosophy of giving every client their best. Sounds
cliché I’m sure, but the word ‘Productions’ is key. Our commodities are music, lights, and photographs,
but the value add of our dedication is where we separate from most others.











Weeks before the wedding, spending hours behind the scenes and in face-to-face consultations
to make certain all details are captured. Will this be a more laid-back reception that needs
lower background music, or is it a lively college crowd that wants to party all the way through
the last dance.
Work closely with you and the venue to design the sound and lighting systems to match the
venue’s layout and acoustics.
Take the time to learn of life events that are special to you such as family or friend’s
anniversaries or birthdays, and incorporate those moments into what will be an amazing day of
reflection years down the road.
Coordinate with other vendors to create the perfect timeline that balances the needs of you and
your guests with items such as timing and temperature management of a properly prepared
meal, photographer’s and videographer’s ability to capture the perfect light at dusk, and all of
the highlights throughout the reception.
Provide easily accessible and user-friendly online tools to define ceremony, social and reception
details that we’ll use to design and confirm every step of the way. Nothing is left to chance.
Day of requests. If we don’t’ have it, we’ll get it provided an available Wi-Fi or cellular signal is
available.
Provide an extensive online database for you to assemble a custom playlist. You can provide a
strict list of 200-300 songs or just a 20-30 song sample of your tastes that we’ll build around to
keep the dance floor packed. Songs spanning from the 50’s through today’s music including
assembled lists of most requested songs such as:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Top 200
Top 50 Trending
Top Pop, Country, Latin, etc.
Top 50 ceremony songs for processional, bride’s march, and recessional
Top 50 reception songs for first dance, father/daughter, mother/son, cake cutting,
tosses, and other highlights.
Full searchability for artist, title, genre and more.
Custom additions
Categorize each into Must Play, Might Play, and Do Not Play.

At the end of the day, when the guests leave for home and you are off to your honeymoon, you will
want to look back and be able to say your wedding was one for the ages. The value that you place on
this shouldn’t be left to chance. Tu-Can Jamz Mobile Productions understand the importance of this and
is diligent in covering all the bases.

The million-dollar question is, do you want a DJ or do you want an experience?

We’re honest in determining what we put in versus what we deliver. We go All-In, every time, and we
constantly look for innovations and ways to bring more value to each event. Our pricing reflects those
values. There are certainly those that will do it for less, and others that will do it for more, but we don’t
look at others to gauge where we stand.
Our mantra is ‘Emotion In Motion’. Once the big day’s events begin, it’s a non-stop roller coaster of high
emotion with much hanging in the balance, and we’ll be there for you to the end.

I just want to share our
AMAZING experience with Alan
at Tu-Can Jamz!! When I ﬁrst
started wedding planning I
knew one of the most
important things I wanted was
a GREAT MC AND DJ! I’ve been
to weddings in the past where
the DJ wasn’t so good, and it
brought down the whole vibe!
So I knew I needed someone
good! Alan went beyond ALL of
my expecta ons, he was SO
amazing! He had people
partying on the dance ﬂoor all
night! We’ll be recommending
Tu-Can Jamz to all our friends
and family!

Alan & [Bonnie] did an
amazing job with the music &
ligh ng for our wedding! His
online system was easy to use
& the mee ng before the
wedding was very informa ve
& he covered all of the bases!
He does an amazing job of
reading the crowd,
incorpora ng the songs we
requested & even found a
polish song my husbands
family from Poland
requested! Our friends &
family commented about
how interac ve & wonderful
he was. Anyone that uses him
will be thrilled & we would
highly recommend him!

Rachel S.
Ka e K.

Alan did an amazing job at our
wedding. He pre y much
coordinated the en re
recep on for us and had so
many great ideas. His planning
website is phenomenal and
helped out a great deal with
the details. Everyone
commented on how amazing
the DJ was and what a
fantas c job he did. He
professional, fun and knows
how to get the job done!
Thank you Tu-can Jamz for
making our recep on a
blast!!!
Betsy T.

At the core of Tu-Can Jamz is Alan and Bonnie, and
they are about as down to earth as they come.
Starting in commercial radio in 1980, Alan has been
on the DJ circuit for a long time. Pursuing college
and career interests alongside DJ partnerships, and
eventually pursuing the dream of a starting Tu-Can
Jamz in 2016.
As a professional NICU nurse, Bonnie brings her
compassion to every event and gives each client
the attention they deserve. Working alongside
Alan, from set up to breakdown Bonnie puts the
client first and ensures nothing but the best each
and every time.

…It's one thing for people to say "yeah
your DJ was okay" but it's an entirely
different thing when probably 30 of our
130 guests have asked where we found
our DJ because he is incredible!! I'm
telling you if you want an honest
review this is it. There were numerous
times between deciding on him and
our wedding that he would send us an
email with a suggestion for us or come
to the meeting excited because he
found something we might like; again,
it does not feel superficial at all. He is
truly a genuine guy who comes across
as a friend who owns a business rather
than a random business out to make
money… you would not believe how
packed the dance floor was on our
night. Anytime I looked up there were
cousins and friends and mothers and
children and grandparents all dancing
with one another smiling; all who had
never met before that night.
Jeff M.

Options
Monograms
Monograms add a classic ﬂair that screams
we are here! Wow your friends and family
with a custom designed projec on, or one
or more LED screens throughout the
venue.

Advanced Ligh ng
Bring the club to your
recep on. Trusses with
warmers, moving heads,
rollers, PARS, UV Cannons,
Derbys, lasers, fog eﬀects
(room hazer & pyrotechnic
geysers) and more!

Dancing on a Cloud
Make your ﬁrst dance especially memorable while
impressing your guests. Add low-lying fog to your
recep on.

Display Screens
Slide shows, streaming video and
more on dual 50” / single 65” LED or
10’ projec on screen.
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Packages



Four (4) hours



Four (4) hours



Four (4) hours



MC Services with wireless



MC Services with wireless



MC Services with wireless

microphones


Audio systems tailored to the

microphones


venue


Custom playlists & song
Use of our online planning



Unlimited consultations

Custom playlists & song



Use of our online planning

Audio systems tailored to the
venue



selections

tools




venue

selections


Audio systems tailored to the

microphones

Custom playlists & song
selections



tools

Use of our online planning
tools



Unlimited consultations



Unlimited consultations



Basic Dance Floor Lighting



Basic Dance Floor Lighting



Eight wireless programmable
uplights in your choice of
colors



One wireless Accent
Spotlight (cake, guestbook,
etc.)

From:

From:

From:

$1000.00

$1200.00

$1500.00

Additional Hours - $200/hr.

Additional Hours - $200/hr.

Additional Hours - $200/hr.

Add-ons

DJ Booth with LED Lighting

$300.00

DJ Booth with LED Lighting and 65” Display

$500.00

Basic Dance Floor
Lighting

$250.00

Two Truss Columns
with accent lighting

$250.00

Truss Bridge with
accent lighting

$500.00

Two Club-Style moving
head spot lights

$250.00

Ultra-violet (black)
Lighting

$200.00

Uplighting (per fixture)

$35.00

Accent Spotlighting
(cake, guestbook, etc.)

$200

49” LED Screen(s) for
Real-Time Slideshow

1 @ $150.00
2 @ $300.00

Monogram Projection

$300

Dry Ice Fog (3-6
minutes of heavy fog)

$250

Liquid Fog / Haze

$200.00

Two Fog Geysers (RGB
LED)

$200.00

Photo Booth Services
When we decided to expand our services into the photo booth business, the intent was to
provide our clients with a unique and fun experience versus just another strip of photos. Our
research led us to a Connec cut based company that was marke ng a large, stand-up, fully
interac ve and animated photo ‘mirror’ that mesmerizes every guest that approaches.
Aﬀec onately known as the “Magic Mirror”, calling it a photo booth is a bit of a letdown. With
fully customized and unique frames and anima ons for every event, it brings a personal touch

With a full range of
props and accessories
to complement any
photo, everyone will
ﬁnd one or more items
to walk the red carpet
and shine like a
star! Our photo
overlays add character
and are fully
customizable to ﬁt any
occasion. One thing
that sets us apart is the
ability to cast all photos
with or without the
overlay, wirelessly to one or two 50" LED display screens, or even a 10 . projector screen in
real me. With this op onal feature you won't have to wait to share your photos, they will
magically insert
themselves into a
rolling slideshow that
plays for as long as the
booth is
opera ng. Imagine
having a slide show
playing throughout the
venue, en cing your
guests to strike a
pose! Every event is
quoted for unlimited
photos, and at the end of the event you will receive electronic copies of all photos, with and
without the overlays.

Photo Booth Services









Transport & Setup
2 hours active
5 ft. x 3 ft. Touch Screen
Interactive Mirror Booth
Custom Animations for the
Event
4 x 6 High Resolution
Photos
All Props Included
Standard Gold Sequined
Backdrop

From:

$550.00
Each Additional Active Hour

$175.00
Each Idle Hour

$50.00

49” LED Screen(s) for Real-Time
Slideshow
1 @ $150.00
2 @ $300.00
65" LED Screen for Real-Time
Slideshow

$200.00
10 ft. Projection Screen for RealTime Slideshow

$300.00
Custom Printed Step and Repeat
Backdrop

$250.00

